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For instance, P1650_C (2015), a recent work on display as part of a new exhibition at London’s 
Carroll/Fletcher gallery, begins with a single line show in two dimensions: a simple right angled hinge. 
It then shows how the same line would look from all three of the viewpoints necessary to get a com-
plete view of the same line if it were projected in three dimensions, all six of the different viewpoints 
necessary to capture it in four dimensions, and on, up to the 55 angles on a now-thoroughly-kinked 
line projected into 11 dimensions.

“One line in all its possibilities of projections,” Mohr describes it. “As if I were looking at it from the 
side, from the top, from the bottom… it’s like a language made out of one single element and its 
mathematical possibilities of projection.”

“Suddenly I create a symphony of lines coming from somewhere which nobody understands, but I 
understand the logic of it.”

Another pair of recent works (P1682_1435 and P1682_1866) follow the zig and zag of a theoretical 
path cutting diagonally across a hypercube of a hundred dimensions.
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Such projections can take months for Mohr to calculate and comprehend as he tirelessly programs 
new algorithms to follow paths which are “calculable, but not imaginable.”

“I don’t know what happens up there,” he says to me, referring to the theoretical higher dimensions 
his works explore. “Suddenly I create a symphony of lines coming from somewhere which nobody 
understands, but I understand the logic of it.”

Born in 1938 in Pforzheim, a small town in the southern German state of Baden-Württemberg, Mohr 
only got his first access to a computer thanks to the tumultuous events of May 1968. Since the early 
60s he had been bumming around Europe, working as a jazz musician and doing abstract expres-
sionist “action paintings” somewhat in the mould of Jackson Pollock. His whole approach was turned 
upside down by the ideas on “information aesthetics” espoused by philosopher Max Bense.

“My art slowly transformed from abstract expressionism to computer-generated algorithmic geom-
etry,” he said. Living in Paris since 1963, he taught himself programming languages and developed 
systems and formulas for what he called a “programmed aesthetic”—all without access to any actual 
computer. Then came the riots.
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On the 6 May 1968, some 20,000 students, teachers, and other supporters marched on the Sor-
bonne. Barricades were erected, cars set on fire, paving stones pulled from the pavements. In the 
days that followed, these numbers only swelled. In response to the concentration of student political 
activity in Paris’s Latin Quarter, the French government decided to break up the university system in 
favour of a series of smaller colleges, offering a radical new syllabus.

The most radical of the new institutions was the Centre Universitaire Expérimental in Vincennes, just 
east of the city. It was here that, teaching in a philosophy department headed by Michel Foucault, the 
psychoanalyst Judith Miller became notorious for handing out course credits to strangers she met on 
the bus and declaring in a radio interview that the university was a capitalist institution that she felt it 
her duty to disrupt as much as possible. It was also here that Mohr began to teach a seminar on “Art 
and Information.”

“It took a year,” he recalls of that time, “to get a small, used SDS computer. On this machine I wrote 
and calculated my first programs, but since we did not have a plotter, I had to draw the calculated co-
ordinates by hand.” Eventually, having seen it on a TV show, he determined to march into the Institute 
of Meteorology to demand access to their computer plotter. “Luckily,” he says, “that worked out very 
well for me.”

“Think of it like a writer. For 50 years he writes using the same letters. But there’s always new words, 
new sentences.”

Mohr had a long-standing interest in electronics. As a child, he had built amplifiers and short-wave 
radios. So learning to program a computer “came naturally” to him. To this day, he always develops 
his own software and never uses off-the-shelf programmes. “The artist always has to find or invent 
his own tools,” he explains. “Early on I understood that I have to teach myself to program in order to 
realize and understand directly my ideas.”

His first experiments with computers involved analysing his own earlier works, trying to discern by 
mathematical analysis his own “rules of composition.” But very quickly he came to understand that he 
would “need a different kind of logical thinking.” The model for that thinking would finally come to him 
in the shape of the cube.
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“As a musician, I had an instrument,” he explains, “and whatever I did, people could tell it was a sax-
ophone. I thought, would it be possible to find a graphical instrument? Eventually I came to the idea 
of the cube: the basic cartesian system of coordinates. That could be my instrument. I started with the 



cube, dissecting this and that, playing with the elements—the 12 lines of a cube. Slowly I expanded 
this alphabet into four, five, six dimensions. With each dimension I found something else that I could 
do with it.”

Forty years later, he’s still eking out the possibilities from transposing this most basic shape into the 
most complex theoretical zones. “Think of it like a writer,” he shrugs. “For 50 years he writes using the 
same letters. But there’s always new words, new sentences.”

For a long time, Mohr struggled to gain acceptance for his work. “People threw eggs at me,” he re-
calls of his first attempts to display his computer-generated artworks in the 1970s. “They yelled at me 
that I was using military equipment to destroy art!”

But, with his works now held in major private collections like the Centre Pompidou in Paris and Lon-
don’s V&A and featured in the Whitechapel Gallery’s major new history of digital art, Electronic Su-
perhighway, plus the new London show dedicated to his latest experiments just opened, it seems as 
though the world is finally catching up with Manfred Mohr.

The artist remains philosophical about his newfound acceptance. “You’ve got three computers in your 
pocket,” he says. “Y


